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Details of Visit:

Author: Deadly DD
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: Tue 5 May 2015 15:45
Duration of Visit: 30 Minutes
Amount Paid: 80
Recommended: Yes

Details of Service Provider:

Phone: 07598816541

The Premises:

Jessica has a flat in an apartment block near to the big ASDA in Crawley.
It is also a short walk from the mainline train station. You get "buzzed-in" into a secure area, then
make your way to her flat.

The Lady:

Woowza! This girl clearly looks after herself. I was lucky to find Jessica sun-tanned which made her
even more attractive.
Her body is athletically lithe, slim and very fit. OK, I get the Angelina Jolie reference, but Jessica
does not have film-star looks.
Do not get me wrong, this girl is still very hot. I defy any red-blooded male to refuse shagging this
Russian beauty if she presents herself on a bed.

Maybe it is her attitude that attracts me to want to desperately go back.

The Story:

As I came through Jessica's front door I got a welcome smack on the lips. I stood back and could
not believe my luck where I was. Jessica is gorgeous!

I am a bit of a cheap-skate. Why would I pay £80 when I could pay £60 for a half-hour punt? Here is
the answer!

Jessica's skin is soft, her lips are so kissable=soft (both sets!), her nipples are receptive and her
pussy is a soft delight to get your tongue in, out and around.

She was encouraging and willing to let me lead the way. Jessica wanted to please me. None of that
"extra for OWO, kissing etc". No negatives.
This girl gave the lot. We snogged, 69'd, anal played and had sex in different positions.
I get the feeling Jessica may do anal. I hope to find out in the future.

She clearly knows her stuff on how to push a man's buttons. This is what I paid for. And I shall pay
for Jessica again.
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